
IMPROVING 
READABILITY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Almost everyone in our state interacts with a state agency’s website at some point. People need the information we provide. Unfortunately, sometimes we unintentionally alienate people simply by making our content more difficult than it needs to be. �The good news is that we can increase inclusivity and comprehension by making small changes in the way we communicate on the web. How? By:Learning about how people use the webBrushing up our plain language skillsGetting to know our audiencesWatching out for implicit biasReviewing and updating our content using free tools
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 Sally Ridenour, ODOT Chief Content Strategist

 Ashley Massey, OSMB Public Information Officer
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READABILITY:  WHAT 
IS IT AND WHY DOES 
IT MATTER?

• Plain language is the law

• Increases accessibility and 
inclusivity

• Reduces complaints and inquiries

• Most Oregonians read at 8th

grade level or lower

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�Oregon law requires all state agencies to prepare public communications in language that is as clear and simple as possible (ORS 183.750). This includes publications, forms and instructions, licenses, agency notices, and administrative rules.Making content easy to read with plain language helps both lower-level readers and those translating English to another language.



USER BEHAVIOR
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Want to complete task

Scanning vs. Reading

Viewing on phone

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Users want to  accomplish something: Looking for a record, submitting a form, applying for a job, learn something.Arrange content so it’s easy to scan: Chunking, headlines and sub-headlines, short sentences, lists, tables. These all help the scanning.Reading on a computer is hard. It’s even harder on a mobile device. Less words is better. Say it plainly with as few words as possible.Read over a sentence and ask “is there any word that could be taken out without losing the meaning?”�



THE F-PATTERN

 Users scan from the top left to 
right.

 Move vertically down page.

 If interesting, they scan 
horizontally.

 The lower right of the page is 
the almost always skipped.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
‘F-Pattern’ describes the most common user ‘eye-scanning pattern’, when it comes to blocks of content . ‘F’ for ‘fast’. That’s how users read your content. In a few seconds, their eyes move at amazing speeds across a page.Printed word is written for the purpose of reading, whereas Web content (when effective) should be written for scanning. Only 6 percent of your audience is going to read your Web content word for word. Now consider this: the average Web reader will spend less than 30 seconds scanning your content to see if it answers their question or allows them to complete their task.Think of your Web content as part of a conversation – not rambling dialog but a focused conversation started by a very busy person.�
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IMPROVED READABILITY BENEFITS YOU

 Improves trust

 Improves search engine optimization

 Improves access on voice search

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Search engines rank content by weather it’s easy to understand��•Improve readability = improve SEO��•Readers understand your message = improve trust��•Readable content more likely to come up on Siri, Alexa, other voice search = improve access�
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10 TIPS FOR USING PLAIN LANGUAGE TO IMPROVE READABILITY

1. Write clearly and effectively.

2. Focus the message around the 
facts.

3. Keep it brief. Only include relevant 
information.

4. Fit your writing style to the 
message.

5. Use short sentences and 
paragraphs.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the most important things to keep in mind when creating content for the web is to keep it simple. A successful website has information users need and is presented in a way that makes sense to them.���
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10 TIPS FOR USING PLAIN LANGUAGE TO IMPROVE READABILITY

6. Use words your audience 
understands.

7. Use present tense and active voice.

8. Use online readability and grammar 
tools.

9. Format for scanning. Use white space, 
headings, bullets and more.

10. Test your message with your 
audience.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
���
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ACTIVE VOICE – WHO DOES WHAT TO WHOM

Passive: Form B must be completed by all businesses.

Active: All businesses must complete Form B.

Passive: New regulations were proposed.

Active: We proposed new regulations.

Passive: The following information must be included in the application for it to be considered complete.

Active: You must include the following information in your application.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
7. Use present tense and active voice for clear and direct messages. Active voice describes who does what to whom.Do: “All businesses must complete form B.”Don’t: “Form B must be completed by all businesses.”Passive sentences have two basic features, although both may not appear in every passive sentence.A form of the verb “to be,” such as “are,” “was,” “were,” “could be,” or “have been”)A past participle (generally with “-ed” on the end)



TIME FOR A QUIZ
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10 TIPS FOR USING PLAIN LANGUAGE TO IMPROVE READABILITY

6. Use words your audience 
understands.

7. Use present tense and active voice.

8. Use online readability and grammar 
tools.

9. Format for scanning. Use white space, 
headings, bullets and more.

10. Test your message with your 
audience.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Present the main or essential message first. What is the most important thing you want your audience to walk away with? Start with that. Put benefits first. Focus on your audience’s needs first, and then follow up with your organization and its services and programs. � ����
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PLAIN LANGUAGE AND ACCESSIBILITY

There are four main guiding principles of accessibility upon which WCAG has been built. Plain language is the third.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Web Content Accessibility GuidelinesPlain language makes information, especially challenging but necessary for technical information, understandable to all.Essential for accessibility purposes for people who English is not their first language; readers using a translation tool; people who use assistive technologies; people with language impairments.The information on a site must be understandable by all users. ��
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PLAIN LANGUAGE

Plainlanguage.oregon.gov

Plain language examples from state agencies.

Plainlanguage.gov

More examples and tips from the federal 
government.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Count to increase comprehensionReaders tend to skip long paragraphs. Don’t make all your paragraphs and sentences the same length. Use a mix of lengths and aim for an average of 42and 14.To enable Microsoft Word’s Readability CheckerClick the File tab, and then click Options.Click Proofing.Under When correcting spelling and grammar in Word, make sure the Check grammar with spelling check box is selected.Select Show readability statistics.



COMMON 
COMPLAINTS
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 Too many words

 Language is too 
bureaucratic

 Written from the 
program’s perspective, not 
the customer’s

IMPROVING READABILITY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
People get frustrated with us when our material isn’t clear and simple.According to survey done by DHM Research for DAS. These are the most common complaints about Oregon government websites. Too many words“What’s the point here?”“What’s in it for me?”Language is too bureaucraticCustomer cannot relate and does not understand. Gives up, moves onLanguage feels cold and unfriendly. Poor customer service impressionUsers can’t find what they need because the language doesn’t match their action or trigger wordsInformation is written from a program’s perspective, not the customer’s focusCustomer can’t find information relevant to their needCustomer doesn’t understand program terms, acronyms and jargonCustomer is focused on an action, not a perspective�



Tweet by ODOT Rose Quarter Project
Your voice, ideas & insights are needed to build an I-5 Rose Quarter Project that 
reflects the values of equitable engagement – helping shape the project’s design. Join 
our Community Advisory Committee and be heard. Applications are open through 
Feb. 18 at http://i5rosequarter.org

Reply from Twitter follower @toddlangwell
“Equitable engagement” what the hell kind euphemistic gobbledygook? You’ll get farther 
with plain English the people can understand rather than this PC word pudding.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a real life example of someone calling ODOT out on our language.

http://i5rosequarter.org/


Plain Language is the cure.

AVOID 
BUREAUCRATIC 

WORD 
PUDDING
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How can we avoid word pudding? Use plain language principles.Focus on the benefits to your audience. Use short words, short sentences and short paragraphs.  �



WHAT ARE YOU HIDING?

Thank you for your public records request. Pursuant to RCW 42.1.320, 
we are informing you it has been received and we estimate a further 
response to you by mail within thirty (30) days. Although we hope to 
complete your request number 11_____, as soon as possible, we are 
making allowance for variables such as file availability, increased request 
demand, computer system downtime and unforeseen staff shortages. If an 
inspection of file information would serve your needs better than a 
response by mail, feel free to contact us to arrange a file inspection 
appointment.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
According to a research, readers believe that long sentences and paragraphs are hiding something. Make you message clear with short words and short sentences. The Wall Street Journal and New York Times explain complex things like ‘aerospace engineering’ and ‘international finance’ by avoiding two or more multisyllabic words in the same paragraph and keeping sentence length to an average of 12 words or less. �



SIMPLE + SHORT = TRUSTWORTHY

We received your public records request and are now searching for the 
materials. We will respond in 30 days to let you know:
• if the records are available;
• if any of the records will be withheld for legal reasons; and
• if copy charges will apply and, if so, the amount.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nobody gets insulted when something is easy to understand.�Cutting down on complexity doesn’t mean you’re sacrificing credibility—it just means you’re creating a better user experience for a world of increasingly distracted readers. And that should always be your goal.�



KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE

What do you know about them?

What do they need from you?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When in doubt, askThe best way to find out how to improve communications with your audience is to talk to them. Ask people in your audience for advice on how best to communicate with them. You can even ask people to review your text and offer suggestions for improvements.�
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WATCH OUT FOR IMPLICIT BIAS

 Gender language

 Cultural, regional bias

 Jargon/insider language.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Implicit biases are the underlying attitudes and stereotypes that people unconsciously attribute to another person or group that affect how they understand and engage with a person or group. Of course you’d never purposely write anything to offend anyone, but it can happen when:Your own bias comes through in your writing.You assume a term is OK because you hear it used often. �
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GENDER LANGUAGE

 Chairman

 Male nurse

 The applicant must be prepared for her 
interview.

 Masculine words

 Strong

 Driven

 Competitive

 Chair (add name)

 Nurse

 Be prepared for your interview

 Gender neutral words

 Able, proven, exceptional

 Passionate, inspired

 Results-oriented
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CULTURAL OR REGIONAL BIAS

 Sports metaphors
 Touch base

 Level the playing field

 Tee it up

 Frontier/western terms
 Trailblazer

 Pan out

 Caboodle

 What are some other examples?



AIM FOR IMPROVEMENT, NOT PERFECTION
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Simple does not mean easy! Now more than ever, we have to work hard to reach people. They’re worried; they’re under stress; they aren’t as trusting of government; and they are inundated with messages. Clear, brief and compassionate writing will go a long way in helping you communicate inclusively and effectively. Set an achievable goal -10% improvement in readability for your overall site. Set a timeline to achieve this goal. Evaluate effectiveness over a designated time frame. Keep working toward improvement. There’s really no such thing as perfection. Building trust and providing Oregonians with what to do and how to do it, is the overarching goal. ��
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DOCUMENTATION

 Have a game plan

 Evaluate your site and most visited pages

 Create a folder and/or use other tools for your work

 Copy/paste content into Hemingway App (free)
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Before…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tools Hemmingway AppGrammarly plug inMicrosoft Word grammar and readability checker
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After!
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OUR PLAN

 Prioritize the content to improve.

 Save a copy of before and after content for comparison.

 Strategize using an image, video or accessible infographic as a better 
alternatives to words.

 Repeat… and strive for continual improvement.



Simple isn’t easy.

EVALUATE 
RESULTS

IMPROVING READABILITY 29
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SIMPLE IS NOT EASY.  TAKE ONE STEP AT A TIME AND YOU’LL GET THERE.
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RESOURCES

 Why plain language (video) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=32&v=bAvW1A7UiYM

 Plainlanguage.gov

https://www.plainlanguage.gov/

 Writing clearly and simply  WEBAIM 
https://webaim.org/techniques/writing/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=32&v=bAvW1A7UiYM
https://webaim.org/techniques/writing/
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